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In the second episode of the show's new season, Jane did what she was desperately reluctant to do. Megan Garber June 17, 2019 Jane and Celeste are bound by more than motherhood. Jennifer Clasen/ HBO This article contains spoilers through Season 2, Episode 2 of Big Little Lies.In in the fall of
2017, in response to the expansion of the #MeToo movement, a series of articles that have appeared advising parents how to talk to their children about sexual assault. Start conversations when children are young, articles are often advised. Admit that conversations can make children feel uncomfortable,
but don't let discomfort be an excuse to not have conversations. Advice varies, but one thing they share is an air of resignation on the topic at hand: Parents may not be able to protect their children from the world, the articles suggest, but at least they can help prepare them for its sad reality. In yesterday's
episode of Big Little Lies, viewers saw that tension in the action - in one of the show's quietest moments to date. Single mother Jane Chapman (played by Shailene Woodley) finds herself talking to her son, Ziggy (Iain Armitage), one of the second graders at Monterey's Otter Bay Primary School, about
sexual assault – because another secret, in a city where coastal fog doubles as a metaphor, has been revealed: Ziggy learned that Perry Wright, a parent at the school who died at the end of season 1, was that his father Ziggy had heard this news not from his mother Jane herself who had only recently
discovered the true identity of her rapist- but through gossip. Chloe, the premature daughter of Jane's friend Madeline, heard her mother talk to Jane about Jane's attack. And Chloe, who is a completely fashionable girl in her mother's picture, has adopted the same information as Ziggy. And so, in
Sunday's episode of Big Little Lies, the revealingly edgy Tell-Tale Hearts, Jane finds herself needed to do what she has for so long been desperate not to: tell Ziggy the full truth about how he got to be. Scenes that result in subtle and spare. Jane finds her son in her bed, her pillow decorated with
humpback whales, its frame painted with a football, a fun iconic setting of child refuge. Ziggy tells her that he has known since August that Perry is his father. He told her he had heard from Chloe. Did Chloe say anything else? Jane asked. The camera moves trembling, framing the mother and son, close-
up, in the light of Ziggy's bedside lights. She said something about Mr. Wright giving you salt. That's how I happened. He salted you. Jane died in here a little confused. She shook her head, turned her back on her son so he could not see her crying. Ziggy intently studied his face. Camera stops and hover.
No, Jane says, finally, wipe her eyes with the sleeves of her sweatshirt. So what does she mean? Jane lies down next to Ziggy, clutching her head Arms. The camera holds its view on Ziggy's face as his mother gives him a reluctant lesson about the world and its operation. She draws in one breath. I think
what Chloe said was the word attack. What does that mean? We never heard Jane's answer. Instead, the camera cuts away. The re stills have become all too familiar in the program - hotel rooms; Jane lay face down on the bed, her face streaked with mascara and tears; The attacker slams the door-
flash on the screen again. A wave of collapse. Big Little Lies is a program that is deeply concerned with questions about its publicity and opposite, scrutiny and its consequences. The decision to allow Jane to be private with her son at the end of this most intimate and difficult conversation was a gesture of
respect for her (she was one of the few characters in the series not to engage in some kind of subtle mockery). But it also means viewers are left to do the job of filling in the cold blanks. Not for you salt. Attack. The mother has conversations with her son not about birds and bees, but about the unsusi may
and willpower, in her son's bedroom, surrounded by the familiar pitfalls of youthful innocence. The humpback whales swimming happily on Ziggy's pillow are also the characters in this scene. They add to its muted pathos. This moment is made all the more powerful because, in the closed universe of Big
Little Lies, children are often bile to a visual kind of wisdom. In Sunday's episode, Skye, daughter of Bonnie and Nathan, asks her mother if the two are divorced; The young girl had felt that something was not right between her parents, as much as both tried to protect her from their problems. Similarly:
You don't like to talk about it, Celeste's son Josh tells her, when she and the twins, on one of their long and moody car trips, discuss Perry's death. That's not true, she replied. You like to pretend everything is fine, the second grader insists. We are a family, Celeste said. And a family means being open
and honest with each other. Max, Josh's twin brother, chimes in: I don't think we're kind of family. He is, of course, correct. And his accuracy makes a reversal say: children understand things more clearly than adults addled their do. The children in the program often serve as reminders that parents can
protect their children from just so much, and only for too long; it's one of the more implicit tragedies lurking beneath the show's larger ones. Ziggy, too, has a certain clarity of vision (he told Jane, earlier in the salt scene, that he didn't tell her he had learned about his real parents because I figured you'd just
lie–and he had, of course, good reason to assume that). In his confusion about salt, though, Ziggy is Young. He evokes childhood in its most hopeful and fantastical form: brand new, unbothered, happy in its ignorence. Big Little Lies at the same time is a soap opera and a sitcom and a comment on
capitalism and its aftermath. But the show, too, is noisy at its lower register, a horror work. It speaks often of monsters- in stirring waters, in foggy skies, in dark spaces where people live their lives. It scares not through jump-scares, but by more intimate invitations to worry. On Sunday, viewers who
watched as a child knew it existed because of salt. And on Sunday, too, we witnessed his mother, in tears, begin to make him lose his misunderstanding. What could be more horrifying? This site is not available in your country The Conners is a program that can always connect with viewers. Since
Roseanne originally aired in the early 1990s, fans have laughed and cried with America's middle-class family. The Conner family has always been one of the most relevant families on TV and never stayed away from talking about controversial issues. When ABC announced that the show would be
returning, fans were delighted. But with nine episodes for season one of Roseanne and 11 episodes for season one of The Conners, fans have been left wanting a little more. ABC recently renewed The Conners for a second season, prompting many fans to question: Will we get more episodes this
season? 'The Conners' made a strong return despite the controversy surrounding The Conners on ABC | Robert Trachtenberg/ABC via Getty Images It's not surprising that The Conners is a strong performer for the ABC in 2019. Fans expressed great excitement when the network announced that it would
bring Roseanne back in 2018. But Roseanne's race came shortly after star Roseanne Barr made controversial remarks on Twitter. After Barr's remarks, ABC quickly fired Barr and canceled Roseanne. Fans were disappointed and thought this would be the end of a show that connects with a lot of viewers.
However, abc had other plans in mind and brought the rest of the cast back for its new show, The Conners. The Conners had a very strong opening season, bringing in an average of 7.5 million viewers per week. It is the network's highest-rated comedy and the third highest-rated show overall, behind
Grey's Anatomy and The Bachelor. 'The Conners' will get about a full season Season One of The Conners premiere after the original reboot was cancelled in 2018. Although ABC renamed the show and brought in the rest of the cast, the network ordered only a limited season for comedy. While most
network shows run about 22 episodes, The Conners only aired 11 new episodes in the first season. After the success the network had with season one, ABC ordered about a full season for season 2. They have not yet released an official figure, but TVLine speculates that season 2 will be available 19
episodes. The exact number will depend largely on the schedule of star Laurie Metcalf. TVLine reported that an spokesman revealed that the show was able to increase their episode numbers after Metcalf and her star sara Gilbert Gilbert adjust their schedules. Gilbert announced last month that she would
be leaving her talk show, The Talk, to focus on other projects. The entire main cast will return for season 2. This includes John Goodman, Sara Gilbert, Metcalf, Lecy Goranson, and Ames McNamara. All stars reportedly received a significant pay rise to return to the show. Will Johnny Galecki return to
'The Conners' full-time? Now that The Big Bang Theory has ended its 12-year operation, many fans wonder whether this means former Roseanne star Johnny Galecki will return full-time. Galecki played David Healy from 1992 to 1997. His character married (and later divorced) Darlene Conner and was
much loved by fans. Since The Conners premiered, Galecki has appeared in a limited function, appearing in an episode of the Roseanne reboot and two episodes of The Conners. Asked if the show's return was on the cards, Galecki told TVLine that he was keen to return in a possible period. Although he
loves the show and the cast, he says he needs some time off to join a full-time show. While the star has yet to confirm any upcoming appearances, we would be surprised if we don't see him for at least one episode in season 2. 2.
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